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AGRICULTURE

Agricultural Science for the Caribbean (New edition) Book 1
Persad – Nelson-Thornes – 0175-66394-1

ENGLISH A

English Matters Book 1 ISBN: 9780230023642
English Workshop: First course
Holt, Rinehart and Winston – 0030-97174-87

Oxford Pocket School Dictionary
Oxford University Press– 01986 10298

ENGLISH B

Tales from Shakespeare by Charles and Mary Lamb 0-582-426960 Longman
The Sun’s Eye [stories] by Anne Walmsley 0-582-76649-5 Longman
Sunsong 1 [Poems] by Pamela Modecai Grace Walker Gordon 0-582-76555-9
Longman

MATHEMATICS

Oxford Mathematics for the Caribbean Book 1. (5th edition)
Goldberg et al – Oxford –978 0 199139170

SCIENCE

Integrated Science for the Caribbean (New Edition). Book 1
Dalgety, Draper et al – Heinemann – 0435-57588-5

SOCIAL STUDIES

Social Studies: A Dominican Perspective : My Island
Lawrence et al – MOE – 9769-50760-2

Interactive Social Studies – Revised Edition – Book 1
Ramsawak&Umore – CEP – 976-8014-55-5

FRENCH

Tricolore Total Book 1
Honnor et al – Nelson Thornes – 978 07487 9957 0
Tricolore Total 1 – Grammar in Action
Nelson Thornes – 978 07487 9951 0

SPANISH

Que Hay? Book 1

FOOD & NUTRITION

Caribbean Home Economics in Action. Book 1
Caribbean Association of Home Economists – Heinemann – 0435-98046-7